Risk
, and extended over the years to be more powerful or more In many (if not most) applications, patients do not have appropriate for various applications. Although initially in-identical likelihoods of an adverse event, mortality, or other tended for use in industrial and chemical processes, both outcome. Various risk-adjustment methods have been deShewhart and Deming recognized the value of these veloped to stratify patients into homogeneous categories or methods for detecting statistical changes in just about any to estimate patients' a priori survival probabilities, including application, and as early as 1942 Deming proposed their logistic regression models and others [9] [10] . For example, potential value for disease surveillance and rare events [4] . the analysis by Spiegelhalter et al. [1] risk-adjusts at the Important health care concerns in which control charts provider macro-level essentially by estimating each annual have been shown to be effective include surgical site mortality rate using local general practitioner and national infections, adverse drug events, needle sticks, ventilatorannual data as norms. Other methods that incorporate riskassociated pneumonia, and other iatrogenic injuries.
adjustment at the patient level into Shewhart, EWMA, CUGiven the staggering incident and cost estimates of SUM, and binary sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) medical mistakes, care-induced injury, and hospital-acquired charts could have greater sensitivity if detailed data are infections in the US alone-including 770 000-2 million available, although this frequently is not possible. injured patients per year, 44 000-180 000 deaths, and $8.8 billion annually [5] [6] [7] [8] -the growing use of SPC in the Chart sensitivity health care literature is not surprising. As with the Shipman data, however, more advanced or special-purpose SPC It is interesting, however, that even simple p charts riskmethods may need to be used in applications for which adjusted at the macro-level, with control limits set so that standard assumptions are not met.
= 0.000001, signal a rate increase for Shipman's male patients in 1995 and 1996 and in 10 of 22 years for female patients (1979, 1985, 1988-1989, and 1993-1998) statistical process control, SPRTs, or related longitudinal analysis methods can significantly improve the ability to monitor clinical processes and outcomes. Incorporation and Rare events adaptation of risk-adjustment and rare events into these Another motivation for cumulative monitoring approaches methods represent important contributions to their use in is to accommodate rare events that otherwise would require health care. Fostering greater and more widespread use of large samples to yield adequate statistical sensitivity. CUSUMs, these methods, however, remains a significant challenge. SPRTs, and EWMAs are excellent for this purpose, and Hopefully studies such as those by Spiegelhalter et al.
[1] will several other SPC methods also have been developed for lead to more awareness of their value for contributing to a rare events. Many of these are based on some variation of safer health care system. the idea of monitoring the number of cases or time between James C. Benneyan, Alicia D. Borgman adverse events rather than the more traditional approach of Northeastern University monitoring the number of events or deaths within a fixed Boston, MA, USA time period or sample size [11] [12] .
Applying these methods to risk-adjusted data could lead to even better (faster) detection performance, although in References many cases collecting data and risk-adjusting at the individual on observed national or peer group rates, which raises the question of whether monthly or annual fluctuations in the 12. Bourke PD. Detecting a shift in fraction nonconforming using comparison group are based on natural variation or should run-length control charts with 100% inspection. J Qual Tech 1991; 23: 225-238. be accounted for. Sensitivity also can be diluted (due to lack of independence) in other cases if data from the organization 13. Brown SA, Benneyan JC, Theobald DA et al. Binary cumulative or practitioner being examined is a subset of the larger data sums and moving averages in nosocomial cluster detection. Emerging Infect Dis 2002 Dis , 8: 1426 Dis -1432 set used to establish normal comparison rates.
